KGS expands study for CO2 storage

A well being drilled in northeast Stevens County is part of a study by the Kansas Geological Survey at KU to determine whether carbon dioxide (CO2) from industrial sources can be safely injected deep underground for storage and to produce hard-to-reach oil.
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TODAY’S HEADLINES

KU names compliance director

KU has hired a director of institutional compliance to provide independent oversight and coordination of compliance needs. Jeff Chasen, an attorney specializing in compliance, training and prevention programs, began July 30.

Full Story

CAMPUS NEWS

Join the annual teaching summit

KU will have its annual Teaching Summit on Aug. 16 in Budig and Wescoe halls. The theme of this year’s conference is “More Than Four Walls: Interactive Class Time = Enhanced Learning.”

Full Story

Senator visiting School of Pharmacy

U.S. Sen. Jerry Moran, R-Kan., and Marilyn Tavenner with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services will visit the KU School of Pharmacy on Tuesday.

Full Story

KUDOS

Architecture lecturer honored

Robert Coffeen, lecturer and adjunct associate professor in the School of Architecture, Design and Planning, has been awarded the Education Excellence Award by the Bose Corporation’s Professional Systems Division.

Full Story

TWEET

@kuhistorytoday Did You Know? Billy Mills, former KU long distance runner, is the only American to ever win Olympic gold in the men’s 10,000 meter run.

View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

KU Endowment: Jayhawk generosity on international scale

More: photos | videos

KU IN THE NEWS

Forbes (Aug. 7, 2012)
The Fed's monetary policy has been too tight, but not in the way you think

ABC News (Aug. 7, 2012)
Betting on Romney’s VP

Forbes (Aug. 6, 2012)
Choice at the supermarket: Is our food system the perfect oligopoly?
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